Great American Whatever
by Tim Fiderle

Dan Vs. Nature
by Don Calame

The Truth Commission
by Susan Juby

Teenaged Quinn, an aspiring
screenwriter, copes with his sister's death while his best friend
forces him back out into the
world to face his reality.

Dan Weekes has two dreams in
life: to become a famous graphic
novelist and to one day muster
the courage to ask Erin Reilly
out on a date. Dan’s mom, however, has just one goal: to date
every man in the state of California until she finally finds her
Prince Charming.

As a project for her "creative
non-fiction module" at a school
for the arts, Normandy Pale
chronicles the work of the Truth
Commission, through which she
and her two best friends ask
classmates and faculty about
various open secrets.

I Woke up Dead at the Mall
by Judy Sheehan
Sixteen-year-old Sarah wakes up
dead at the Mall of America only
to find she was murdered, and she
must work with a group of dead
teenagers to finish up the unresolved business of their former
lives while preventing her
murderer from killing again.

The Greatest Zombie Movie
Ever by Jeff Strand
After producing three horror
movies that went mostly ignored
on YouTube, Justin and his
filmmaking buddies decide it's
time they create something noteworthy, something epic. They're
going to film the Greatest Zombie
Movie Ever.

Haters by Jesse Andrews
A road trip adventure about a trio
of jazz-camp escapees who,
against every realistic expectation,
become a band.

Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens Agenda
by Becky Albertalli
Sixteen-year-old, not-so-openlygay Simon Spier is blackmailed
into playing wingman for his
classmate or else his sexual
identity--and that of his pen pal-will be revealed.

Hold Me Closer
by David Levithan
It's Tiny Cooper's turn in the
spotlight in this companion
novel to Will Grayson, Will
Grayson. Jazz hands at the ready
Tiny Cooper ("the world's largest person who is also really,
really gay") finally gets to tell
his story.

Skink No Surrender by
Carl Hiaasen
To avoid being shipped off to
boarding school, Malley takes
off with some guy she met
online. Richard knows his
cousin is in trouble before she
does.

Finding Audrey
by Sophie Kinsella
An anxiety disorder disrupts fourteen year old Audrey's daily life.
She has been making slow but
steady progress with Dr. Sarah,
but when Audrey meets Linus, her
brother's gaming teammate, she is
energized. She connects with him.

Denton Little’s Deathdate
by Lance Rubin
When a sleazy reality television show takes over Ethan's
arts academy, he and his
friends concoct an artsy plan to
take it down.
We Should Hang Out
Sometime by Josh Sundquist
When I was twenty-five years old,
it came to my attention that I had
never had a girlfriend. At the time,
I was actually under the impression that I was in a relationship, so
this bit of news came as something of a shock. Why was
[Paralympic ski racer and cancer
survivor] Josh still single?

Noggin
by John Corey Whaley
Travis Coates has a good head on
someone else s shoulders. A
touching, hilarious, and wholly
original coming-of-age story from
John Corey Whaley, author of the
Printz and Morris Award winning
"Where Things Come Back."

Kidney Hypothetical
A week before high school
graduation, Harvard-bound Higgs
suddenly finds his life falling apart
and the other students turning
against him, and somehow it all
started with a hypothetical
question about donating a kidney-but really it goes much deeper, all
the way back to the death of his
older brother.

We are all Made of Molecules
by Susin Nielsen-Fernlund
Thirteen-year-old brilliant but
socially-challenged Stewart and
mean-girl Ashley must find common ground when, two years
after Stewart's mother died, his
father moves in with his new
girlfriend--Ashley's mother,
whose gay ex-husband lives in
their guest house.

Boys Don’t Knit
By T. S. Easton
After a brush with the law, Ben, a
dyed-in-the-wool worrier, must
take up a new hobby and chooses
knitting, an activity at which he
excels but must try to keep secret
from his friends, enemies, and
sports-obsessed father.

Geek Girl
By Holly Smale
When she is accidentally
discovered by a modeling agent,
fifteen-year-old Harriet jumps at
the chance to transform herself
from a geek to a fashion model.

Trouble is a Friend of
Mine by Stephanie Tromly

Laugh Out
Loud
Humorous
Books for
Teens

After her parents' divorce, Zoe
Webster moves from Brooklyn
to upstate New York where
she meets the weirdly compelling misfit, Philip Digby, and
soon finds herself in a series of
hilarious and dangerous situations as he pulls her into his
investigation into the kidnapping of a local teenage girl
which may be related to the
disappearance of his kid sister
eight years ago.

Sophomores and Other
Oxymorons
By David Lubar
Scott Hudson has somehow
managed to survive Freshman
year. But with a new baby
brother in the house and a
whole host of adventures
awaiting him at school,
Sophomore year promises to
be anything but boring.
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